
6.034 Final Examination
19 December 2012

Name 

email 

Circle your TA so that we can more easily identify with whom you have studied.

Dylan Holmes Sarah Lehmann Igor Malioutov Robert McIntyre

Ami Patel Mark Seifter Sila Sayan Stephen Serene

Question 1. Indicate the approximate percent of the 23 lectures, 7 Right-now talks, 5 mega 
recitations, and 13 tutorials which you have attended so that we can better gauge the correlation 
of quiz and final performance with attendance. Your answers have no effect on your grade.

Lectures Right-now talks Mega Recitations Tutorials

Percent attended

Question 2.  Indicate how often you took notes in the final weeks of the semester during the 
lectures/talks you attended.
Regular lectures: Never Rarely About half the time Often Always

Right-now talks: Never Rarely About half the time Often Always

Question 3.  Indicate what you think of the Right Now talks.

Good idea as is. Bad idea. Would be a good idea if...

Comments:

Quiz Score Grader SRN Score Grader There are 40 pages in this final 
examination, including this one, but 
not including blank pages and tear-off 
sheets.  Tear-off sheets with duplicate 
drawings and data are located after 
the final page of the exam.  As always, 
open book, open notes, open just 
about everything, including a 
calculator, but no computers.

Q1 SRN 2

Q2 SRN 3

Q3 SRN 4

Q4 USRN
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Quiz 1, Problem 1: Rule-Based Systems (50 pts)
After discovering the magic of friendship, Robert and Dylan decide to apply their knowledge of 
rule-based systems to study something more complex: romantic relationships. After much 
argument, they decide on the following rules, which they will test on their fellow TAs.

Rules: 

P0 IF( AND( ‘(?a) threw a penny into a well’, 
         ‘(?b) is in (?a)'s way’)
    THEN( ‘(?a) notices (?b)’ ) )

P1 IF( AND( ‘(?a) is popular’, 
         ‘(?b) is crazy’)
    THEN( ‘(?b) stares at (?a)’ ) )    
                

P2 IF( AND( ‘(?a) just met (?b)’, 
         OR( ‘(?a) is crazy’,
             ‘(?a) is attracted to (?b)’ ) ), 
    THEN( ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’ ) )

P3 IF( OR( AND( ‘(?a) is wearing ripped jeans’, 
             ‘(?b) notices (?a)’ ),
          ‘(?b) stares at (?a)’ ),        
    THEN( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’ ) )

P4 IF( AND( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’, 
         ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’)
    THEN( ‘(?b) will call (?a)’ ) )

Assertions: 
A0:  Sila threw a penny into a well
A1:  Igor is in Sila's way
A2:  Igor is crazy
A3:  Sila is popular
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A4:  Sila is crazy
A5:  Igor is wearing ripped jeans
A6:  Sila just met Igor

(For your convenience, this table of rules is also provided on a tear-off 
sheet located at the end of the final examination.)

Part A:  Backward Chaining (25 pts) 
Make the following assumptions about backward chaining:
• When working on a hypothesis, the backward chainer tries to find a matching assertion in 

the list of assertions.  If no matching assertion is found, the backward chainer tries to find a 
rule with a matching consequent.  If no matching consequent is found, then the backward 
chainer assumes the hypothesis is false.

• The backward chainer never alters the list of assertions, so it can derive the same result 
multiple times.

• Rules are tried in the order they appear.
• Antecedents are tried in the order they appear.
• Lazy evaluation/short circuiting is in effect (e.g., if the first part of an AND clause is false, the 

rest does not need to be evaluated to determine that the whole clause is false).

Help the TAs determine whether Igor will call Sila by simulating backward chaining with the 
hypothesis:

(Igor will call Sila)

In the table below, list all the hypotheses that the backward chainer looks for in the database in 
the order that the hypotheses are looked for. The table has more lines than you need.  We 
recommend that you use the space provided on the next page to draw the goal tree that would 
be created by backward chaining from this hypothesis.  The goal tree will help us to assign 
partial credit in the event you have mistakes in the table.

1 Igor will call Sila 11

2 12

3 13

4 14

5 15

6 16
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7 17

8 18

9 19

10 20
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(Draw the goal tree on this page.)  
Igor will call Sila
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Part B: Forward Chaining (25 pts) 

Make the following assumptions about forward chaining:
• Assume rule-ordering conflict resolution.
• New assertions are added to the bottom of the list of assertions.
• If a particular rule matches assertions in the list of assertions in more than one way, the 

matches are considered in the order corresponding to the top-to-bottom order of the 
matched assertions. Thus, if a particular rule has an antecedent that matches both 
Assertion 1 and Assertion 2, the match with Assertion 1 is considered first.

B1 (20 points) After some frustrating experiments, Robert realizes that the TAs are missing a 
very important case, and quickly adds a new rule to the end of the list:

P5 IF( AND( NOT( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’ ), 
         ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’)
THEN( ‘(?b) will not call (?a)’ ) )

Run forward chaining on the list of assertions (using all the rules P0-P5) to find out everything 
that happens with Sila and Igor.  For the first three iterations, fill out the first three rows in the 
table on the next page, noting the rules whose antecedents match the assertions, the rule that 
fires, and the new assertion that is added by that rule.  For the rest of the iterations, simply 
write down the fired rule and new assertion added.  The table has more lines than you’ll need.
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Iteration Rules Matched Rule Fired New Assertion Added

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

B2 (5 points) 
If you moved the new rule, P5, to the top of the list of the rules, would the results of forward 
chaining be affected? (Circle the best answer.)

YES NO
Concisely explain.
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Quiz 1, Problem 2: Search & Games (50 pts)
Fed up with academic politics, Igor decides to change careers and pursue his first love, Russian 
folktales.  Alas, as soon as he starts writing his own story, he is hit by a severe case of writer’s 
block and can't decide what should happen next. For inspiration, he borrows Vladimir Propp’s 
breakdown of traditional Russian folktales, which he uses to construct a graph of possible 
events that could happen in his story. He is dismayed to find that Propp's analysis is so full of 
unoriginal clichés, though, so he also adds edge weights that correspond to the clichédness of 
every development.

Having accomplished this, Igor attempts a search for a sequence of events that leads from the 
start of his story (S) to the end of his story (G), with the smallest amount of clichédness 
possible.

S

A

D

I

B

E

J

C

F

K

H

L

G

M

4

3

2

5

5

3

7 3

4

4

4

6

2

4

4

4

4 4

10 4

9 7 4

10
7

8

7
10

4

For your convenience, this graph is also provided on a tear-off sheet located at the 
end of the final examination.
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Part A: Branch and Bound + Extended List (15 pts)
As a first attempt, Igor decides to use branch-and-bound search with an extended list, breaking 
ties in lexicographic order. In the following sections, list the nodes that Igor will add to his 
extended list, in the order they are extended; write down the final path that Igor produces; and 
draw the search tree for partial credit.

List the nodes that Igor will add to his extended list, in the order they are extended:

Write down the final path that Igor produces:

Draw the search tree for partial credit.
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Part B: A* search (15 pts)
Frustrated with the speed of his algorithm, Igor decides add heuristic guesses at each node 
(written in parentheses) which represent the remaining amount of clichédness until the end of 
the story.

S
(0)

A
(19)

D
(19)

I
(20)

B
(15)

E
(15)

J
(14)

C
(14)

F
(11)

K
(10)

H
(8)

L
(7)

G
(0)

M
(4)

4

3

2

5

5

3

7 3

4

4

4

6

2

4

4

4

4 4

10 4

9 7 4

10
7

8

7
10

4

For your convenience, this graph is also provided on a tear-off sheet located at the 
end of the final examination.
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With his new graph in hand, Igor uses A* search, breaking ties in lexicographic order. In the 
following sections, list the nodes that Igor will add to his extended list, in the order they are 
extended; write down the final path that Igor produces; and draw the search tree for partial 
credit.

List the nodes that Igor will add to his extended list, in the order they are extended:

Write down the final path that Igor produces:

Draw the search tree for partial credit.
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Part C: Games (20 pts)
Igor has now created the perfect story and is excited to release it to the world.  Unfortunately, 
his publisher, retired Soviet premier Mikhail Gorbachev, seeing the success of poorly-written 
clichéd novels like Twlight and Fifty Shades of Grey claims that clichés (and graphic scenes) are 
required for a bestseller in this economy, and wants Igor to rewrite his story.  Igor implores 
Gorbachev to compromise, and they agree to take turns making decisions about Igor’s novel. 
Gorbachev wants to maximize clichédness and Igor wants to minimize it.  

Before Igor and Gorbachev start, they both agree to eliminate node E. Here is the game tree 
they produce as a result.  (The static values of the leaf nodes are written beneath them.)

For your convenience, this game tree is also provided on a tear-off sheet located 
at the end of the final examination.

C1 (8 pts)  What is the path found by minimax for this portion of Igor’s book? Draw the 
minimax values at each node of the game tree above for partial credit.
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C2 (12 pts) If Igor and Gorbachev use alpha-beta pruning, which nodes would be statically 
evaluated? (List all the nodes that would be statically evaluated. If none would, write NONE 
instead.)

Show your work for partial credit.
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Quiz 2, Problem 1: Constraint Propagation (50 pts) 
There are five friends (nicknamed P, A, R, D, F) living in the same town. Each friend has a unique 
favorite color and owns a unique pet animal. Your job, as  a newcomer to the town, is to figure 
out the favorite color and pet animal that belongs to each friend.

Pet animals: dog, cat, turtle, rabbit, gator.
Favorite colors: pink, white, blue, orange, yellow

! Also, out of the five pets, the dog, cat, and rabbit are Mammals, while the turtle 
and the gator are Reptiles.

Part A (5 pts):  In how many different ways can you assign favorite colors and pet animals to 
the five friends? (Remember, no two friends can have the same favorite color or the same pet 
animal.)

Constrained Search

After some investigation, you manage to eliminate some of the possible colors and pets from 
each friend. Then, you arrange the remaining possibilities with the most likely ones first. Here 
are the results:

Friend P A R D F
Colors pink white, blue, 

orange
white, blue white, blue white, orange, 

yellow

Pets cat, rabbit, 
gator

turtle, dog turtle, gator, cat cat, turtle gator, cat, dog, 
rabbit

You have also learned that:

1. D and P both own pets with the same class. (This means that their pets are both 
Mammals, or both Reptiles.)

2. A and F also own pets with the same class.
3. One of the five friends has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle.

15
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want another clean copy.



You decide to use your skills with constraint propagation to solve this problem. Here is the 
constraint graph you draw:

• The variables of this problem are the five friends (P, A, R, D, F).
• Each value in this problem is a combination of a favorite color and a pet animal, for 

example [white, turtle], or [orange, rabbit].
• The size of a domain is, therefore, the number of different color/pet pairs remaining.
• The “same class” constraint between two friends means that their pets must either be 

both Mammals, or both Reptiles.
• The constraints “Every friend must have a different favorite color and pet” and “One 

friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle” are not drawn—but of 
course, they still apply.

Part B (7 pts) Because of the constraint “One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns 
a pet turtle”, you can immediately eliminate several possible color/pet pairs from each domain. 
For example, what are the three color/pet pairs remaining in the domain of R?

Part C (38 pts) Now use depth first search with propagation through domains reduced to size 
one to find a consistent assignment of values to variables. Draw the search tree on the following 
page.

! You must search through the values in the order specified in the constraint graph above. For 
each friend, start by assigning the first color and first pet, then the first color and second pet, 
and so on.  As noted above, you should completely ignore pairs that are impossible given the 
constraint “One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle”.

For your convenience, a tear-off sheet with additional copies of the constraint graph are 
provided after the last page of the final exam.
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P

colors: pink
pets: cat, rabbit, gator

D

colors: white, blue
pets: cat, turtle

A

colors: white, blue, orange
pets: turtle, dog

F

colors: white, orange, yellow
pets: gator, cat, dog, rabbit

R

colors: white, blue
pets: turtle, gator, cat

same class same class

Not drawn: Every friend must have a different favorite color and pet
Not drawn: One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle

This is a duplicate page. Only use it if you want.
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F
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Quiz 2, Problem 2: Nearest Neighbors & ID Trees (50 pts)
Lately, your dinners have been sort of bland. After turning to the Internet, you find a set of 
meals that are absolutely EPIC. You are now inspired to figure out exactly what makes a meal 
EPIC. 

Part A: Nearest Neighbors (20 pts)
The online guides suggest that the most EPIC meals include prodigious amounts of Jack Daniels 
and Bacon strips (and Bacon strips, and Bacon strips.) Sensing a pattern, you try out a bunch of 
meals with varying amounts of Jack Daniels and Bacon, then classify them as either EPIC (E) or 
Not EPIC (N). Your results are plotted in the graph below:

A1 (15 pts)
On the graph above, draw the decision boundaries produced by 1-Nearest-Neighbors. (Ignore 
the square points A and B for now).

A2  (5 pts):
Your friends invent two new recipes, A and B (the square points plotted on the graph above), 
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which contain varying amounts of Jack Daniels and Bacon. You don't want to waste any more 
time on terrible food, so you want to predict whether they will be EPIC ahead of time.

How will the points A and B be classified using 1- and 3-Nearest-Neighbors?

Classification using 
1 Nearest Neighbor

Classification using 
3 Nearest Neighbors

Point A

Point B

Part B: ID Trees (30 points)
Soon, you realize that EPIC meals are more than just Jack Daniels and Bacon Strips—there are 
more subtle qualities that make a meal EPIC. Taking some recipes from the Internet and some 
failed recipes of your own, you produce a table comparing the qualities of each meal. Using 
your knowledge of ID Trees, you set to work trying to figure out—once and for all—what makes 
a meal truly EPIC.

Meal EPIC? # of Kinds 
of Meat

Alcohol Fast Food 
Ingredients

Deep Fried

TurBacon Epic Yes 8 No Yes No

Cinnaburger Supreme Yes 1 Yes No No

Breakfast Lasagna Yes 3 No Yes No

Meat Car Yes 3 Yes No Yes

Meatloaf No 3 No No No

Fish and Chips No 1 Yes No Yes

Grilled Cheese No 0 No No No

For your convenience, this table is also printed on a tear-off sheet located at the 
end of the final examination.
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Part B1 (10 pts):
What is the disorder of the test, “Alcohol = Yes”? Express your answer in terms of fractions, real 
numbers, and logarithms.

What is the disorder of the test, “# of Kinds of Meat < 2”? Express your answer in terms of 
fractions, real numbers, and logarithms.

Part B2 (20 pts):
Now, using the features in the table, construct the complete disorder-minimizing identification 
tree for correctly classifying the given data as “EPIC” (EPIC=Y) or “Not EPIC” (EPIC=N). Note that 
you can use the “# of Kinds of Meat” test with any threshold. In case of a tie, choose the 
classifier that appears further to the left in the table.  

Hint: Neither “Alcohol=Y” nor “# of Kinds of Meat < 2” is the first test.)
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Quiz 3, Problem 1: Neural Nets (50 pts)
Each of the following exhibits specifies the behavior of a function of one or two inputs. Some 
behaviors are specified with verbal descriptions. Other behaviors are specified with graphs of 
desired output plotted as a function of input: points marked with “+” should produce an output 

of 1, while points marked with “−”should produce an output of 0. 
Your task is to choose which of the neural nets on the following page could produce each 

desired behavior if given suitable weights. For each desired behavior, list all possible nets that 
could produce it . If none could, write NONE instead. All neural net thresholds use the unit step 
function, and threshold inputs are not drawn. If a neural net has only one input, you may 
choose whether that input receives x-values or y-values. You may choose the same neural net 
more than once, and some may not be used at all.

+ - +
-

+ +
+

-
-
-

+

+

+
-+

-
+
-+

-
+
-

+ +

-

+
-

++

-
-

- A function which takes as input a 
temperature in degrees Celsius; it 

returns one if its input is in a 
certain (fixed) range of degrees 

Fahrenheit, otherwise zero.

A function which returns one 
if its inputs are within a 

certain (fixed) distance of each 
other, otherwise zero. 
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in out

A

in1

in2

out

B

in out

C

in1

in2

out

D

in1

in2

out

E

in1

in2

out

F

These are the neural nets you may use. You may choose any values for the weights of the wires.
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Quiz 3, Problem 2: Support Vector Machines (50 pts)

Part A (40 pts)
You have a training set consisting of four training points: A, B, C, D, which are labelled as either 
positive or negative, as follows:

Positive Points (+) A, B

Negative Points (-) C, D

You created an SVM classifier based on this data. Unfortunately, you've forgotten the decision 
rule and coordinates of the points. You have, however, jotted down the output of the kernel 
function for each pair of training points:

K(u,v) A B C D

A 26 4 -4 -6

B 4 6 -15 4

C -4 -15 2 0

D -6 4 0 18

You also remember that points B and D are the only support vectors when using this kernel. 

A1 (25 pts) Using the above information, compute b and the value of alpha for each point in 
the training set. Hint: Using the kernel function, you can rewrite the expression w⃗⋅⃗x+b as 
b+∑i

α i⋅y i⋅K ( x⃗ i , x⃗ ) .

αA = 

αB = 

αC = 

αD = 

b = 

Show your work for partial credit.
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A2 (15 pts) Now suppose you also have two test points, X and Y, with unknown classification. 
The output of your original kernel function with these two test points and each of the training 
points is:

K(u,v) A B C D

X 2 6 -4 1

Y 0 0 0 0

How would the points X and Y be classified by your SVM? (Circle the best answer for each):

Point X: Positive (+) Negative (-) Can't be determined
Point Y: Positive (+) Negative (-) Can't be determined

Show your work for credit.  If you did not solve for the values in Part A1, leave them as variables 
and write the decision rules for the two test points X and Y, incorporating the information you 
do know.
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Part B (5 pts) You're now concerned about the amount of time it takes to classify an 
unknown test point, where time is measured in terms of the number of standard arithmetic 
operations (additions, multiplications, etc.) that need to be performed.

The amount of time it takes to decide the classification an unknown test point using a table of 
kernel values and an SVM decision rule (such as the one in Part A) depends on: (Circle the one 
best answer)

1. The number of training examples
2. The width of the margin
3. The number of support vectors
4. The number of possible classifications
5. Whether the test point lies inside the gutter or not.
6. Whether the test point is an outlier or not.
7. The distance of the test point from the decision boundary.
8. The distance of the test point from the closest support vector

Part C (5 pts)
The type of SVM we've been learning about in 6.034 is called the hard-margin SVM: whenever, 
given the kernel, it is possible to perfectly separate the training data, the hard-margin SVM will 
do so.

After the hard-margin SVM was published, a modified version known as the soft-margin SVM 
was described.  A soft-margin SVM can allow some of the training data to be misclassified, even 
when the data could be perfectly separated.

Compare the decision boundaries created by the hard-margin SVM and a soft-margin SVM using 
a linear kernel on the same training dataset. 

                             Hard-margin SVM                                             Soft-margin SVM

What problem does the soft-margin SVM avoid in this case? A one-word answer is all you need.
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Quiz 4, Problem 1: Adaboost (50 pts)

The Science of Deduction
You have just acquired an aging problem set about Adaboost from the year 1995. Because many 
of the entries are no longer legible, you decide to employ your knowledge of Adaboost to 
determine some of the missing information.

Below, you can see part of table that was used in the problem set. There are columns for the 
Round # and for the weights of the six training points (A, B, C, D, E, and F) at the start of each 
round. Some of the entries, marked with “?”, are impossible for you to read.

Note: Questions about this table are located on the next few pages. It's depicted here just to 
give you a glimpse of the whole table.

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

1 ? ? 1/6 ? ? ?

❶ 2 ? ? ? ? ? ?

⁞

219 ? ? ? ? ? ?

❷ 220 1/14 1/14 7/14 1/14 2/14 2/14

❸ 221 1/8 1/8 7/20 1/20 1/4 2/20

⁞

❹ 3017 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/16 0

⁞

❺ 6034 1/8 3/8 1/8 2/8 3/8 1/8

⁞

❻ 8888 ? 1/10 3/10 ? ? ?

8889 3/20 1/10 ? ? ? 3/20

⁞

❼ 9999 ? ? ? ? ? ?

10000 2/30 2/30 ? 9/30 10/30 5/30

In the following problems, you may assume that non-consecutive rows are 
independent of each other, and that a classifier with error < ½ was chosen at each 
step.
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❶ (8 pts) According to a scribbled note in the margin, the weak classifier chosen in Round 1 
correctly classified training points A, B, C, and E but misclassified training points D and F. What 
should the updated weights have been in the following round, Round 2?

weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

Show your work for partial credit. 

❷ (7 pts) During Round 219, which of the training points  (A, B, C, D, E, F) must have been 
misclassified, in order to produce the updated weights shown at the start of Round 220?

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

219 ? ? ? ? ? ?

220 1/14 1/14 7/14 1/14 2/14 2/14

221 1/8 1/8 7/20 1/20 1/4 2/20
List all the points that were misclassified. If none were misclassified, write NONE instead.

❸ (7 pts)  During Round 220, which of the training points (A, B, C, D, E, F) must have been 
misclassified in order to produce the updated weights shown at the start of Round 221?  

List all the points that were misclassified. If none were misclassified, write NONE instead.

❹ (7 pts) Your friend John observes that the weights in Round 3017 cannot possibly be right. 
Why not?

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

3017 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/16 0
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❺ (7 pts)  Your friend Sherlock observes that the weights in Round 6034 cannot possibly be 
right. Why not?

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

6034 1/8 3/8 1/8 2/8 3/8 1/8

❻ (7 pts) You observe that there must also have been a mistake in the weights of Round 8888 
or Round 8889.  Why?

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

8888 ? 1/10 3/10 ? ? ?

8889 3/20 1/10 ? ? ? 3/20

❼ (7 pts)  Finally, suppose you know that at least half of the training points were classified 
correctly during Round 9999. Knowing this, which of the training points (A, B, C, D, E, F) were 
given a lower weight in the next round, Round 10000? 

Round # weightA weightB weightC weightD weightE weightF

9999 ? ? ? ? ? ?

10000 2/30 2/30 ? 9/30 10/30 5/30

List all the points that were given a lower weight in Round 10000. If none of the points were 
given a lower weight, write NONE instead.
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Quiz 4, Problem 2: Bayes Nets (50 pts)
For his senior thesis, Louis Reasoner decides to model the interaction between Cantabrigians' 
views on global warming (adherent or skeptic), their political affiliation (liberal or conservative), 
and their background in science (scientist or Non-scientist).

 
Part A (10 pts)
Louis starts out with the following Bayes Net to model the belief dynamics . Here, G denotes 
“Subject is an adherent of Global warming”, L denotes “Subject has a Liberal political affiliation”, 
and S indicates “Subject is a Scientist”.

A1 (5 pts) Write out an expression for computing the joint probability distribution—that is, 
P(S∧L∧G) —for this model in terms of the marginal/conditional probabilities which are its 

parameters. 

 

A2 (5 pts) Is there a joint probability distribution that wouldn't satisfy the constraints imposed 
by this model?  (Circle the best answer.)
                                                                    YES                  NO
Concisely explain why or why not.
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Part B (30 pts)
After examining his assumptions further, Louis decides that the right model is one of the 
following two candidates instead:

Model 1 Model 2

B1 (10 pts) In the table below, list the models (Model 1, Model 2) for which the following 
conditional/marginal independence statements are true. If the statement applies to none of the 
models, write NONE instead.

Independence statement Models in which the statement is true

S is independent of L

G is conditionally independent of S given L

L is independent of G

S is conditionally independent of L given G

S is independent of G

B2 (10 pts) Write an expression for the joint probability distribution—that is, P(S∧L∧G)
—for each of the models in terms of the marginal/conditional probabilities which are its 
parameters:

  Model 1:

 

 Model 2:
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B3 (10 pts) In order to assign probabilities to his two candidate models, Louis has collected 
the following data from a survey of people in and around MIT campus. 

Liberals (L) Global Warming adherent (G) Global Warming skeptic (G)

Scientist (S ) 20 1

Non-scientist (S ) 80 20

Conservatives (L) Global Warming adherent (G) Global Warming skeptic (G)

Scientist (S ) 10 2

Non-scientist (S ) 50 100

Each of the Models has a certain number of parameters, namely the entries in their 
conditional/marginal probability tables. Use the table of data above to construct the 
conditional/marginal probability tables required for each of the candidate models. 

Hint #1:  Given a table of frequencies like the one above, you can estimate a marginal 
probability P (X=x ) as the ratio of the number of samples in which X=x was observed, to 
the total number of samples.
Hint #2: Given a table of frequencies like the one above, you can estimate a conditional 
probabiliy P (X=x∣Z1=z1,…, Zn=zn) as the ratio of the number of samples in which
X=x ,Z1=z1,…, Zn=zn was observed, to the number of samples in which 
Z1=z1,…, Zn=zn was observed.

Show your work below.

Probability 
expression

Which models 
use this 
parameter?

Numerical 
value Show your work for partial credit.

P(S) 1, 2 33/283

P(G|S=T) 10/11

P(G|S=F)

P(L|S=T) 21/33

P(L|S=F) 2/5

P(G|S,L)

P(G|S=F,L) 4/5

P(G|S=F, L=F) 1/3

P(G|S, L=F) 5/6

1
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Part C (10 pts) Now that Louis estimated the parameters for the possible campus belief 
networks, he would like to evaluate each of the models on new evidence. He independently 
polls two new subjects from the Continental US:

Subject 1 is a non-scientist Liberal who is a skeptic of Global Warming. (not S, L, not G)
Subject 2 is a non-scientist Conservative who is an adherent of Global Warming. (not S, not L, G)

Determine which of the models is better (the model with the highest posterior probability), 
using these two subjects as evidence and assuming that the models have equal prior 
probability P(M1)=P(M2).

Which model is more probable, based on this evidence? (Circle one.)

Model 1 Model 2

You must show work  for credit.
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SRN Quiz 2 (30 points)

Problem 1: Propagators and alignment (20 pts)
A (5 points)
Noting that we humans have several ways to measure distance with our eyes, you decide to 
build a distance-measuring system that can incorporate several different sources of visual 
information using Sussman's propagator idea.

For one particular object, your system receives the following results:
Focus accomodation reports that the object is greater than 10 feet away.
Stereo reports that the object is between 12 and 15 feet away.
Motion parallax reports that the object is between 14 and 18 feet away.

The reaction of your system is to: (Circle the best answer) 
1. Answer 12 to 15 feet, because stereo provides the most accurate measurement.
2. Report inconsistency and launch a problem solver to resolve the inconsistency
3. Answer 14 to 15 feet.
4. Report a need for more information

B (5 points)
Sussman's propagator architecture keeps track of: (Circle the best answer) 

1. Where information comes from
2. Probabilities associated with values
3. Estimated computing times
4. The time at which estimates arrive

C1 (6 points)
You have developed an interest in the posters of criminals that are wrapped around telephone 
poles.  Such posters can be viewed from many different directions.

For one such poster, you take two pictures from different directions and measure the x 
coordinates of all the facial features (nose locations, centers of pupils, etc.). 

Then, a friend takes a picture of that poster from yet another direction.  You want to measure 
the x coordinates of enough of the features in your friend's picture so as to predict the x 
coordinate values of all the other features in that picture.   How many measurements will you 
need?   You can make the orthographic projection assumption; that is, that points project along 
the z-axis.
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C2 (4 points)
Now, suppose the three pictures are taken in a hurry, so that the telephone poles are not 
centered in the picture frame. How many measurements do you need in this case?
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Problem 2: Constraint Propagation (10 pts)
You are working on a problem set with various friends.  In one question, you are presented with 
the drawing below, consisting of L junctions and junctions with just one line attached.    You are 
to find junction labellings consistent with each other in the three-face world, which means 
there are 6 ways to label the Ls, as shown.  (Junctions with just one line attached provide no 
constraint.) You pile up all 6 labels on each of the  junctions, rotating the labels as necessary, 
and start to work.  Your friends Joshua, Jason, and Justin say that there is no constraint that 
eliminates any of the junctions you have piled up, so there must be  62=36 ways to interpret 
the drawing such that the three-face world constraints are obeyed.  Your friends Sarah, 
Stephanie, and Susana say they are nuts.
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If you think the Js are correct, explain why:

If you think the Ss are correct, determine the number of ways the drawing can be interpreted 
(show your work).
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SRN Quiz 3 (25 points)

Problem 1: Genetic Algorithms, Sparse spaces, Vision (15 pts)
Circle the one best answer to each of the following questions:

A (5 pts)

A genetic algorithm can be viewed as:

1. A kind of search.
2. A kind of constraint propagation.
3. A kind of statistical inference.
4. A kind of boosting.
5. A program based on base 4 rather than base 2 arithmetic.

B (5 pts)

The McGurk effect:

1. Explains the confusion of l and r by Japanese speakers. 
2. Occurs when what you see influences what you hear.
3. Explains why adults have trouble learning foreign languages without accent.
4. Occurs when speech understanding systems lose accuracy as vocabularies increase.
5. Explains why phoneme counts tend to fill up distinctive feature spaces.

C (5 pts)

According to Ullman, shape fragments can help identify:

1. Figure-ground boundaries.
2. People in woodland scenes.
3. Images with reversal effects.
4. Questions in spoken language.
5. Dialog types in the works of Charles Dickens.
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Problem 2: Arch learning (10 pts)
You decide to apply to the Harvard Business School.  No one knows why.

You have a semester or two left at MIT to optimize your chances for admission, so you still have time to 
improve your resume.  For guidance, you obtain data from recent people admitted and not admitted, 
with a view toward learning what it takes to get admitted using arch-style learning.

You note that programming languages form a hierarchy:  Java and C# are traditional languages; Lisp and 
Scheme are symbol manipulation languages. Majors also form a hierarchy:  II and VI are the only 
possibilies in the School of Engineering.  XVIIIc is in the School of Science. UROP forms a Yes/No set.

You recall that the arch-learning heuristics are: 

require link forbid link climb tree 

extend set drop link initial model

Unfortunately, after you have gone to the trouble of learning what it takes to get admitted from a 
sequence of samples, you are caught in a rainstorm which obliterates some of your data, as indicated 
below by blanks in the table.  Fill in the tables below with the missing information about the applicants 
and about how your model evolved with each example. In the evolving model, if an example gives no 
new information, write None as the heuristic.  If more than one heuristic applies, list all of them.  Use 
an * to indicate a feature that “doesn't matter”.

Applicants

Applicant Best language UROP Major

Chris Java Yes VI

Terry

Pat Scheme Yes II

Evolving model
Applicant Admitted Heuristic(s) Best language UROP Major

Chris Yes Initial model Java Yes VI

Terry Yes Traditional * Engineering

Pat No Require link *
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SRN Quiz 4 (25 points)

Problem 1: Language, Architecture, Representation (15 pts)
Circle the one best answer to each of the following questions:

A (5 pts)

To retrieve relevant how-to videos from a database, developers of Katz's START system would:

1. Analyze the content of the videos using contemporary computer vision technology.
2. Analyze the content of the videos using contemporary computer speech technology.
3. Manually annotate each video with English questions that are answered by the video.
4. Present videos at random, noting which are considered useful by users statistically.
5. Refer the question to SIRI.

B (5 pts)

Brooks's subsumption architecture led to the development of:

1. The Roomba robot vacuum cleaner.
2. Minsky's layered theory of problem solving.
3. Watson and Siri
4. Applications of AI in resource allocation.
5. Applications of AI in medicine.

C (5 pts)

Role frames focus on:

1. Roles in programs, such as model and view.
2. Roles in sentences, such as agent and destination.
3. Roles in stories, such as hero and villain.
4. Roles in teams, such as leader and follower.
5. Story type, such as folk tale and religious parable
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Problem 2:  Representation (10 points)
The table below depicts state changes using the transition vocabulary:

Appear, Disappear, Change, Increase, Decrease, Not Appear, Not Disappear, Not Change, Not 
Increase and Not Decrease.

Time increases from left to right in the table.

Interval 1 Interval 2 Interval 3 Interval 4 Interval 5
Contact 
between 
Patrick and 
ball

Not Disappear Not Disappear Disappear Not Appear Not Appear

Contact 
between Karen 
and ball

Not Appear Not Appear Appear Not Disappear Disappear

Patrick's speed Not Disappear Disappear Not Appear Appear Not Disappear
Karen's speed Not Appear Not Appear Not Appear Not Appear Not Appear

Here is a list of verbs you may use to answer the following questions:  

Approach Carry Dig Give Drop Flee Chase
Enter Exchange Follow Pass Take Bury Exit

From Interval 1 to Interval 4, the most reasonable, single verb, one sentence, English 
description of what happens is:

In Interval 5, the most reasonable, single verb, one sentence, English description of what 
happens is:
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SRN Bonus (3 points)
Part A (1 pt)

Minsky can be characterized as believing:

1. Research in  AI should be aimed at mega problems such as global warming.
2. AI can be characterized as as search for the analogs of Maxwell's equations or Kirchhoff's 

laws.
3. The best way to understand thinking is to understand how neural hardware works.
4. Understanding thinking requires understanding a multiplicity of methods and 

representations.
5. Systems such as Watson are not intelligent because they do not have perceptual 

systems.

Part B (1 pt)

Winston's Genesis system can be characterized as:

1. Grounded in the fact that children's stories are easier to understand than calculus. 
2. Grounded in the view that story understanding is a special case of statistical inference.
3. Motivated by the view that becoming symbolic made story understanding possible.
4. A system that uses key word vectors to look for the presence of concepts such as 

revenge.
5. A system that uses neural networks  to look for the presence of concepts such as 

revenge

Part C (1 pt)

Cross modal coupling occurs when:

1. Humans mate with Neanderthals.
2. Scientists and engineers solve problems together.
3. Intermediate features + boosting enable story identification
4. Co-occurrences of perceptual data points + vector angles enable clustering.
5. Traditional AI methods are improved using statistical inference 
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 1, Problem 1: Rule-based systems

Part A

Rules: 

P0 IF( AND( ‘(?a) threw a penny into a well’, 
         ‘(?b) is in (?a)'s way’)
    THEN( ‘(?a) notices (?b)’ ) )

P1 IF( AND( ‘(?a) is popular’, 
         ‘(?b) is crazy’)
    THEN( ‘(?b) stares at (?a)’ ) )    
                

P2 IF( AND( ‘(?a) just met (?b)’, 
         OR( ‘(?a) is crazy’,
             ‘(?a) is attracted to (?b)’ ) ), 
    THEN( ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’ ) )

P3 IF( OR( AND( ‘(?a) is wearing ripped jeans’, 
             ‘(?b) notices (?a)’ ),
          ‘(?b) stares at (?a)’ ),        
    THEN( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’ ) )

P4 IF( AND( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’, 
         ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’)
    THEN( ‘(?b) will call (?a)’ ) )

Assertions: 
A0:  Sila threw a penny into a well
A1:  Igor is in Sila's way
A2:  Igor is crazy
A3:  Sila is popular
A4:  Sila is crazy
A5:  Igor is wearing ripped jeans
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A6:  Sila just met Igor

Part B

P5 IF( AND( NOT( ‘(?b) is attracted to (?a)’ ), 
         ‘(?a) gives his/her number to (?b)’)
THEN( ‘(?b) will not call (?a)’ ) )
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 1, Problem 2: Search & Games [page 1/3]

S

A

D

I

B

E

J

C

F

K

H

L

G

M

4

3

2

5

5

3

7 3

4

4

4

6

2

4

4

4

4 4

10 4

9 7 4

10
7

8

7
10

4
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 1, Problem 2: Search & Games [page 2/3]

S
(0)

A
(19)

D
(19)

I
(20)

B
(15)

E
(15)

J
(14)

C
(14)

F
(11)

K
(10)

H
(8)

L
(7)

G
(0)

M
(4)

4

3

2

5

5

3

7 3

4

4

4

6

2

4

4

4

4 4

10 4

9 7 4

10
7

8

7
10

4
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 1, Problem 2: Search & Games [page 3/3]
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 2, Problem 1: Constraint Propagation

P

colors: pink
pets: cat, rabbit, gator

D

colors: white, blue
pets: cat, turtle

A

colors: white, blue, orange
pets: turtle, dog

F

colors: white, orange, yellow
pets: gator, cat, dog, rabbit

R

colors: white, blue
pets: turtle, gator, cat

same class same class

  * The constraint “Every friend must have a different favorite color and pet” is not shown.
** The constraint “One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle” is not shown.

P

colors: pink
pets: cat, rabbit, gator

D

colors: white, blue
pets: cat, turtle

A

colors: white, blue, orange
pets: turtle, dog

F

colors: white, orange, yellow
pets: gator, cat, dog, rabbit

R

colors: white, blue
pets: turtle, gator, cat

same class same class

  * The constraint “Every friend must have a different favorite color and pet” is not shown.
** The constraint “One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle” is not shown.

P

colors: pink
pets: cat, rabbit, gator

D

colors: white, blue
pets: cat, turtle

A

colors: white, blue, orange
pets: turtle, dog

F

colors: white, orange, yellow
pets: gator, cat, dog, rabbit

R

colors: white, blue
pets: turtle, gator, cat

same class same class

  * The constraint “Every friend must have a different favorite color and pet” is not shown.
** The constraint “One friend has blue as a favorite color and also owns a pet turtle” is not shown.
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Tear-off sheet for Quiz 2, Problem 2: Nearest Neighbors & ID Trees 

Meal EPIC? # of Kinds 
of Meat

Alcohol Fast Food 
Ingredients

Deep Fried

TurBacon Epic Yes 8 No Yes No

Cinnaburger Supreme Yes 1 Yes No No

Breakfast Lasagna Yes 3 No Yes No

Meat Car Yes 3 Yes No Yes

Meatloaf No 3 No No No

Fish and Chips No 1 Yes No Yes

Grilled Cheese No 0 No No No
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